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Abstract 

In this paper, the design and development of wideband microwave pyramidal absorbers for semi anechoic 

chambers has been presented. This work is carried out with the goal of simulating and fabricating the 

microwave absorber using conventional and newest material such as polyurethane to save the budget cost with 

security and reliability. The simulation of absorber is performed via Computer Simulation Technology (CST) 

for the microwave frequencies 1 GHz to 20 GHz. The outcomes of simulation proved good absorbing 

efficiency and better RCS reduction compared to traditional microwave absorber. The reflection level is less 

than -30 to -10 dB over the desired frequency range of 1 GHz ~ 20 GHz. 

 

Index Terms: Microwave Absorbers, Electromagnetic (EM) waves, Dielectric permittivity, Polyurethane and 

Radar Cross Section (RCS). 
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1. Introduction 

Antennas and Microwave devices needs to undergo an overall test to govern their operational status of their 

frequency, polarization and radiation pattern before the placement. As such that, there had to be a testing region 

and one of which was the establishment of anechoic room [1]. A semi-anechoic chamber is a quietest room of 

the earth designed to perform the experiments of different antennas and microwave devices. It is a lab facility 

where 99 percent of Electromagnetic waves cannot reflect back from the walls and no interference from 
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external source through small or little holes inside the room. It is protected by a substrate that has an ability to 

absorb the bulk of incident waves and replicate as a complete free space room without the any reflection or 

scattering [2]. 

The materials of microwave absorber used in the anechoic chamber must be capable to minimized 

microwave frequency reflections. Mostly the Semi anechoic chamber industrialists[3] recommend a 

standardized structure in the shape of pyramid. Although different other types can be used as wedge absorbers, 

ferrite tiles and Hybrid absorbers[4].  

Traditionally, various materials are used to manufacture the microwave absorbers, few of them are ferrite 

tiles, polyethylene, polystyrene, polyurethane and numerous others contain from agriculture wastage[5]. The 

correct specifications of design for appropriate absorber can only be established on the basis of material 

dielectric constant (ε), loss tangent (δ) in the analysis of microwave absorber[6]. Absorber is primarily used to 

mitigate forward scattering, as well as backward scattering, creating an ideal environment inside all the 

positions of Semi Anechoic Chamber[7]. Absorber are found in various thicknesses range which allows the 

chamber designers to select the best for particular range of frequencies and incidence angles[8].  

Microwave absorbers are normally black as created then colored with blue latex paint to enhance the 

reflection of lights. The paint will decrease the absorber’s reflectivity up to 5 dB at 95 GHz, so that the peaks 

are normally kept unpainted in anechoic chambers wherever millimeter (mm) calculations need to be done[9]. 

Moreover it is also perceived that if the peaks remain unpainted, it reduces the breakage of peaks due to wear 

and tear found in regular operations of Anechoic Chamber. Absorber Foams are not so durable needs high cost 

of maintenance. 

The simulation of absorber can be performed in commercially available FEM simulation tools by specifying 

three significant parameters, permittivity, permeability and low reflection loss [10].  

Material’s Permittivity is calculated as a result of product may generate electrical field within a medium is 

represented as. 

 "휀 ∗ =    휀′ −  𝑗휀′′                                                                                                                                              (1) 

With electric loss tangent 

tan 𝛿𝑒 = 
′′

′
. 

Constant value of permittivity in free space. 

    휀0  =  8.854 𝑥10−12   𝑓𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑠/𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟  

Material’s permeability is the measurement of product may generate magnetic field within a medium is 

represented as. 

   µ ∗ =  µ′ −  𝑗µ"                                                                                                                                               (2) 

With magnetic loss tangent 

tan 𝛿𝑚 = 
µ"

µ′
 

Constant value of permeability in free space  

µ𝑜 =  4𝜋 𝑥 10−7 ℎ𝑒𝑛𝑟𝑦𝑠/𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟
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The greater value of loss tangent the greater attenuation as wave travel through a medium.The requirement of 

best microwave absorber need to have reflection loss less than -10 dB [11].  Reflection loss for normal incident 

plane wave is written as below. 

𝑅𝐿 = 10 log10  [ 𝑃𝑟
𝑃𝑖⁄  ]                                                                                                                                                     (3) 

Where,  

Pr is plane wave reflected power density 

Pi is plane wave incident power density 

2. Design of Microwave Absorber 

Microwave absorber was designed by Computer Simulation Tool (CST) and is developed on the standard of 

EMC PIONEER (SA-150). The absorber design is configured with three different materials: using 

Polyethylene, Polystyrene and Polyurethane. It has two different parts to merge into a single shape of pyramid. 

The upper triangular part of pyramid truncated at the peak with the height of 150mm and the rectangular part 

which is base of the pyramid having the height of 30mm.  

The triangular side of the pyramidal absorber has a length (56mm) x width (56mm) x height (120 mm).The 

rectangular part of the pyramidal absorber which is the base has a length (56mm) x width (56mm) x height (30 

mm). However the complete measurement of the pyramidal shape microwave absorber is 56mm x 56mm x 

150mm as shown in Figure 1. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Measurement of Microwave Absorber 
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3. Monostatic RCS Method 

Monostatic Radar Cross Section (RCS) is known as the field that can seamlessly detect the presence of 

object when transmit and receive the electromagnetic waves from its single radar source to destination. This 

approach is specifically used to describe the reflection loss of microwave pyramidal shape absorber. 

The Equation of RCS is shown by the ratio of backscattered power density to the radar receiver and to the 

incident power density on target[12].  

𝑅𝐶𝑆 (𝜎) = 4𝜋𝑅2 𝑃𝑟

𝑃𝑖
                                                                                                                                           (4) 

Where, 

𝜎 = Radar Cross Section [m
2
 or dBsm]

 

R = distance from target [m] 

Pr = Backscattered Power density [Watt/ m
2
] 

Pi = Incident Power density [Watt/ m
2
] 

 

Wave equation drive from Maxwell’s equations: 

𝛻2�⃗� − 𝜇𝜖
𝛿2�⃗� 

𝛿𝑡2 = 0                                                                                                                                              (5) 

Solution of plane wave equation 

�⃗�  (𝑧, 𝑡) =  𝐸0
⃗⃗⃗⃗  𝑒𝑗(𝜔𝑡−𝑘𝑧)                                                                                                                                     (6) 

Polarization of incident plane waves have angles 𝜃 = 0, 𝜑 = 0 degrees and the direction of propagation is 90 

degree towards the absorber. 
 

 

Fig. 2 Direction of Plane waves
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4. Results and Discussion 

The CST simulation is performed to identify the reflection of microwave pyramidal shape absorber by using 

Monostatic RCS technique as shown in Fig. 2. There were three different materials used to select the best 

microwave absorber for present application with high reflection loss for Semi Anechoic Chamber between the 

desired Frequency Range 1 GHz to 20 GHz. 

4.1. Radar Cross Section of Polyethylene 

The CST simulated outcomes in Fig. 3 signifies the reflection loss of microwave absorber design in Fig. 1 

with dielectric permittivity (ε) = 2.25 Polyethylene. Form the graph the excellent reflection loss is -

38.725dBsm at low frequency 1.0162GHz. It is also express a good absorbing rate -12.089dBsm at high 

frequencies from 17.999GHz. It can be seen from the figure below that the RSC reduction is better than 10 

dBsm for the whole frequency range from 1GHz to 20 GHz. 

 

 

Fig. 3. RCS of Polyethylene Microwave Pyramidal Absorber 

4.2. Radar Cross Section of Polystyrene 

The results in Fig. 4 presents the reflection loss Microwave pyramidal shape absorber with dielectric 

permittivity (ε) = 2.6 Polystyrene. Form the graph it is identified the good performance -37.06dBsm at 

frequency 1.0199GHz which is quite similar to that Polyethylene but bad absorption found -8.7964dBsm at 

high frequency 17 GHz less than -10dBsm which could not fulfill the criteria of best microwave absorber. 

 

 

Fig. 4. RCS of Polystyrene Microwave Pyramidal Absorber
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4.3. Radar Cross Section of Polyurethane 

The results in Fig. 5 presents the reflection loss of microwave absorber design in Fig. 1 with dielectric 

permittivity (ε) = 3.5 of Polyurethane. From the graph, it is identified the excellent reflection loss -34.25 dBsm 

at low frequency 6.0081GHz as well as good reflection loss at high frequencies below -10dBsm. 

 

 

Fig. 5. RCS of Polyurethane Microwave Pyramidal Absorber 

This means that Polyethylene and Polyurethane have better reflection loss as compared to polystyrene. The 

result shows good absorbing performance to the desired frequency range especially at high frequency using 

both materials. Since Polyurethane provides good insulation, absorption, durability and safety including fire 

retardant capabilities with similar absorption rate compare to conventional materials therefore Polyurethane is a 

best choice to develop microwave absorber for Semi-Anechoic-Chamber. 

5. Conclusion 

In this research paper, various designed are perceived to identify the Radar Cross Section of a microwave 

absorber. Some different absorbing materials considered with their dielectric constant values. The simulated 

outcome shows the reflection loss better than 10 dBsm over the desired frequency range (1GHz to 20GHz), 

specifically at high frequencies. The Polyurethane material is so reliable, safe and secure with fire retardant 

capability, provides good insulation and absorption rate comparing to any other substrate. Polyurethane foam is 

a best material choice of Microwave Absorber for Semi Anechoic Chamber in this frequency range.  
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